Introduction

Globally climate is changing due to anthropogenic activities and continuous emission of greenhouse gases (GHG) and in turn leading to global warming and this situation will continue to deteriorate in the coming decades and centuries ahead. The most affected sector due to global warming is agricultural sector. Other alarming factors associated with agriculture include increased water, air and soil pollution. All these factors key challenges to provide food and nutritional security. The climate change is expected to impact the global Food and Nutritional Security and in turn human health, livelihood assets, food production and distribution channels, as well as changing purchasing power and market flows. There is a need to take several significant steps and have a complete discussion on creating awareness by arranging 2 days webinar in collaborative mode (BHU, NABARD and IRRI-SARC) on “Climate Resilient Agriculture for Food and Nutritional Security”.

Thematic Areas

Day 1:
1. Innovative on-farm technologies for sustainable crop production.
2. Advances in functional food, quality production and marketing.
3. Modern tools and technique in dairy and livestock management.

Day 2:
4. Advances in diseases, pest and soil health management.
5. Water conservation for sustainable agriculture.
6. Innovation in Agricultural Marketing and management.

- The Webinar will consist of several parallel oral sessions.

Guidelines for Abstract:
(Should be followed strictly)

- Abstract must be limited to 250 words including the major points of Paper. The abstract should be in MS Word File Format having font style Times New Roman, Size 12, Spacing 1.5.
- Please include your complete details (i.e. Name, Designation, Organization, Address, Contact Number, and Email Id) in the abstract.
Selected full length papers will be published in edited volume with ISBN number after Peer Review.

Please submit the abstract through google form link:
https://forms.gle/7Em2qh5zUfxDCHLE7

Specific Guidelines for Oral Presentations in online mode

- All the papers will be provided an opportunity for presentation in the webinar. The participants will have to present their papers in MS-Power Point (ppt) format only within a time limit of 5-6 minutes.

Important Date

- Last date for submission of abstract: 6th January, 2021
- Remittance of registration fee: 6th January, 2021

Registration

- The registration forms are available online at https://forms.gle/7Em2qh5zUfxDCHLE7
- Registration fee: 200 Rs.

Payment of Registration fee

a. Payment could be made “online” through-NEFT / RTGS / IMPS / UPI at Bank Name: State Bank of India, BHU, Varanasi Account Holder’s Name: IWCRA2021 Branch: BHU, Varanasi Account No: 39897084606 IFSC Code: SBIN0000211
b. Offline payment: The Registration and other amount to be re-mitted through cash or Demand draft (Nationalized Bank) in favor of “IWCRA2021” The participants are advised to write their name, address and mobile no. on back of the DD.
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